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would alter Ms accent if it were worth while means that
the effort is too great, and he is probably correct.
One of the most important functions of a teacher is
to give by every means in Ms power right standards, right
ideals and satisfactory technique, for learning is easier
while people are young.
general habits or attitudes of mind
It is important to distinguish between the simple motor-
habits—cleaning teeth, buttoning clothes, reading, writing,
walking, &c., and those generalized habits of feeling and
thought that tend to incHne a man to think and act in
definite and predictable ways.    Some of them, if not all,
owe their origin to cumulative experience, and educators
probably have that fact at the back of their minds when
they refuse to allow breaches in certain types of action
—neat writing,1 immediate response to a bell, &c.   But
very seldom are the results justified, for more often the
child writes neatly for one teacher, untidily for another,
is immediately responsive to Ms father's call and indifferent
to his mother's.   Such facts cause many people to believe
that general attitudes cannot be acquired in this way, and
there is much evidence to prove that however carefully
a habit is inculcated, there is no definite surety that it will
function under different conditions.    Indeed, a child can
even eat cleanly at school and carelessly at home—though
the same actions are needed in both cases—a fact wMch
seems to contradict the assumption that if habit A is made
up of the factors a, b, c, d, e and habit B of a, d, k, k, 1,
there will be a transference from A to B of the common
factors a and d.   Here in the case of the child's eating
there are similar acts to be performed at school and at
home, yet in one case he eats well, in another badly.   So
1 The teacher who demands from the eight-year-old an imaginary
story to be written in his best writing is a case in point.

